A green classroom

Classroom presentation
A green classroom

Order the letters below to make a word:

Isomcosar

Think and share your ideas
A green classroom

Look at the picture of a classroom below. What can you see?

Example:

There’s a (window)

There are some (books)
A green classroom

Classroom pictures – what can you see?
A green classroom

Classroom pictures – what can you see?
A green classroom

Classroom pictures – what can you see?
A green classroom

Classroom pictures – what can you see?
A green classroom

Say the words below:

board  book  bookcase
class  classroom
computer  pen  desk
cupboard  door  eraser
floor  pen
A green classroom

Say the words below:

pencil  playground  ruler
teacher  window  scissors
glue  crayons  bag
pencil case  bin  rubber
A green classroom

How is your classroom different?

This classroom is big, but my classroom is small
A green classroom

How is your classroom the same?

There’s a window in this classroom and there’s a window in my classroom too.
A green classroom

Classroom pictures – how is your classroom the same? How is your classroom different?
A green classroom

Classroom pictures – how is your classroom the same? How is your classroom different?
A green classroom

Classroom pictures – how is your classroom the same? How is your classroom different?
A green classroom

What is a green classroom?
A green classroom

Find 8 differences
A green classroom

Find 8 differences
A green classroom

Which classroom is greener? Why?

Classroom A

Classroom B
A green classroom

Why is it a good idea to have a box for used paper?

Think and share your ideas
A green classroom

Why is it a good idea to have books for sharing?

Think and share your ideas
A green classroom

Why is it a good idea to cycle to school?

Think and share your ideas
A green classroom

Why is it a good idea to have plants in a classroom?

Think and share your ideas
A green classroom

Why is it a good idea to have a sign saying “Turn off the light”?

Think and share your ideas
A green classroom

Which classroom do you like best, A or B?
A green classroom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DO</strong></th>
<th><strong>DON’T!</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Recycle paper</td>
<td>• Throw litter on the floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ?</td>
<td>• ?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A green classroom

Make a poster

Do ...

Don’t ...
A green classroom

Song: Do your best!

https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/songs/do-your-best
A green classroom